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ART NOUVEAU TILE DESIGNS is a striking collection of tile designs that exemplifies the bold use
of colour and treatment of natural and floral themes typical of the Art Nouveau movement. More
than 200 stunning tile designs have been meticulously recreated (digitised) and are included on the
accompanying CD.
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This is a fabulous 6"x6" book with cd-rom that will provide significant inspiration for artists in
applique, polymer clay, ceramics, print and web design. The designs in the book came from
Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, England and a number of Latin American countries. The book
and cd-rom both include individual tiles and layouts of multiple tiles. The image files are provided in
both 72dpi JPEG formats and generous 300dpi TIFF files. No corrections need to be done to the
graphic files in order to use them. The flowing, organic style and glowing colors of Art Nouveau tile
work has been beautifully captured here.The license granted for the images is very generous. There
are no limitations for personal use, and permission is granted for small scale commercial use in web
design and print. The company says its terms for commercial use are reasonable. Pepin Press has
set a high standard for design book production and hopefully other publishers will follow suit.

This book is a small (tile sized book) showing off several designs from the art nouveau period. It's a
decent reference book is by no means extensive, the first half of the book contains individual

drawings of tile designs (flat solid color designs) and most of the back of the book is the exact same
designs just repeated as they would look on a wall. I was hoping for more photographs of some
actual tiles, showing off the relief / line / and glaze work of the tiles of the period. It seems that the
back half of the book is just filler as it mainly repeats what's in the front. The CD rom is useful for
making your own work from these designs. Cool book if you just need some designs from the period
that you want to use directly. If you want flat tile designs from the period and some examples of
them repeated then this is the book for you.

You just can't go wrong with these books. I find them the most valuable I own for design ideas for
any project. They are full of the absolute best designs and colorways.The best out there.SJ Wallace

All aspects just fine. This is an excellent item and as described, though the actual cover is not as
pictured, ordering process simple, timely delivery, well packaged. Will use this company again.If
you're an artist of any media who like/uses/is interested in Art Nouveau, you'll be more than happy. I
particularly like the organization and the addition of the CD is such a gift.

A beautiful little book; it had the reference points I wanted for Nouveau, and the production vales are
superb.
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